Clarifications to queries from potential tenderers
RFP/045/NIN/18, RFP/046/NIN/18, RFP/047/NIN/18, …………. And RFP/057/NIN/18 (13 RFPs)
Please see below clarifications to queries from various potential bidders.
Question 1: Based on the BOQs for the 13 zones, we are find trouble pricing the following as they’re not
clear; Item# 1.13, 1.14, 1.16, 1.18 - Do we supply and install doors or ONLY install the doors (if only install,
who’s suppling the doors?)
Answer: Yes, the bidder must also supply the doors and all accessories (including locks) and install the
doors.
Question 2: We need to know the place is it inside the city our outside in village because the technical
team and the commercial offer will be different.
Answer: The project sites are located in Zanjili area of Mosul city; the maps of each package are attached.
Question 3: Regrading the number of the houses is not mention in the BOQ so can we know the number
of the houses?
Answer: The number of houses is clearly written on first top row of summary BoQ of each relevant
package, please read the BoQs carefully.
Question 4: Is the houses inside the old city because there is damage area as you know In this city there
is area which equipment's cannot be entered inside the enclave So can we see the locations of the houses
or is there any Representative man or Eng in the city he can guide us for the area which we are going to
do the rehabilitation?
Answer: The works are located in Zanjili area of Mosul city, the maps of each package is attached.
Unfortunately, we don’t have the capacity to arrange site visits, however, the bidders are encouraged to
perform the site visits on their own, based on the attached maps.
Question 5: There is two email mention that we ca submit the offer by email we need to ask you we have
to send all document by one email or tow email if the doc is more that the limit can we send it my tow
emails?
Answer: If you decide to submit the offers via email, then it must be submitted only to those two email
addresses, if an offer is submitted to any other email address, it will be disqualified. If a bid size is bigger,
it can be submitted in multiple email massages but it is the bidder’s responsibility to mark the emails
clearly so that it can be easily traced by our office (the subject lines shall clearly state for example, if a
bidder “XY company” is submitting an offer for RFP050 in three emails, it shall write the subject line of the
emails as follows: XY Company’ offer for RFP/050/NIN/18 – Part 1 of 3, XY Company’ offer for
RFP/050/NIN/18 – Part 2 of 3 and XY Company’ offer for RFP/050/NIN/18 – Part 3 of 3).
Question 6: Do we need to submit bid bond when we bid in this offer?
Answer: No bid bond or bid security is NOT required for any of these 13 RFPs.
Question 7: Please send the coordinates or addresses of the work sites of the tender No. RFP/056/NIN/18
Renovation of Residential Houses in zone 12 - Mosul, Nineveh Governorate, Iraq?
Answer: The project area is inside Zanjili area of Mosul city - the map showing the site of each RFP is
attached.

Question 7: We would like to know where are the location of zones exactly. Are they in one area or
different areas?
Answer: The project area is inside Zanjili area of Mosul city - the map showing the site of each RFP is
attached.

